Standard Fireing Procedure

6/2/2016
Due to the nature of clay bodies, glazes, kilns, electricity, and human error there are occasionally anomalies in fired
pieces. We will try our best to avoid these anomalies; however we cannot guarantee a perfect firing every time.
Please be prepared for the possibility of a misfire. Client is responsible for any shelf or kiln damaged caused from
over glazing, poor construction or wrong information of firing temperature of clay or glaze.
•All Firings take minimum of 14 days to occur, sometime longer
•Client is responsible to pick work up no later than 21 days from original drop off

•Client is responsible to call the studio to check on status of firing
•Work will not be fired if client does not know clay body and glaze temperatures
Minimum firing charge of $5.00 for any work that can fit into a 6”x6”x6” cube. Smaller objects should be placed
on a bead rack or a firing tray, provided by client.
Pieces that fit into a 12”x12”x12” cube $12.00. Smaller objects should be placed on a bead rack or a firing tray,
provided by client. Pricing includes all platters, tiles, bowls, serving dishes not to exceed 4” tall. Lids needing to be
fired separately will be charged as an additional item. Pricing includes one standard tile rack of 16 tiles.
Pieces that fit into a 12” h x 20” l x 20”w Flat fee of $35.00 per piece.
Full kiln fee $75.00 24” x 24” x 24” All small pieces under 2”, tiles, and beads must be on firing racks.
Prices do not include stilting, for any of our clients. This includes class projects. Additional charge of $1.00 per
piece will be added to cost. CAV only will stilt 04 to 06 firing.
CAV Members (Not active students who are non members) receive a 10% discount and must help load if renting full
or half kiln.
REDUCTION Glaze Firing cone 10
$6 per each piece that fits into a 6x6x6 cube.
$24 per each piece that fits into a 12x12x12 cube
$54 Per each piece that fits into a 18”x18”x18” cube
See current pricing
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Full kiln
Raku and speciality fireings – please see staff

Prices subject to change
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